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Basic figures

Participants

3,297

Collections

28,915

Collected weight

3,624 tonnes

Collection rate

67.2%

Collection points

23,514

Collection efficiency

90%
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No less than 3,624 tonnes of discarded batteries were collected in 2019, a 13% 

increase compared to 2018. The collection rate for portable batteries has therefore 

risen from 61.6% in 2018 to 67.2% in 2019, far above the targets set by the European 

and Belgian authorities. This makes us the absolute global leader, so we would like 

to express our heartfelt thanks to everyone who returned spent batteries last year.

Part of our success is explained by the fact that Bebat has made collecting batteries as simple 

and efficient as possible for everyone. Almost 24,000 collection points – 1 collection point 

per 500 inhabitants – in easily accessible places such as hypermarkets, supermarkets, shops, 

many schools, companies and recycling centres make it very easy for Belgians to recycle 

batteries free of charge.

Not only was 2019 a record year in terms of collection, it was also a record year for our 

participants. We have focused on more simplification. In 2019, we launched an online test that 

makes it easy for companies to determine whether they should join Bebat. We also paid extra 

attention to specific target groups, such as the light electric vehicles sector. 

The result? In 2019, we counted 3,297 participants, compared to 2,765 in 2018. This represents 

an increase of no less than 19%, which has also made Bebat a leading European player in this 

field.

Another important factor is clear and warm communication. In 2019, we successfully launched 

‘A Small Gesture’, which shows that if each of us makes a contribution – no matter how small 

– we can achieve great results together. We are using television and radio commercials and 

we have increased our visibility on social media and in school campaigns to make consumers 

aware of the need for selective collection, to encourage the return of batteries and to promote 

the correct use of batteries. For example, the ‘Major Spring Clean’ in Brussels and the ‘Wanted’ 

campaign in Flanders were an incredible success. We wish to continue on this path in 2020.

Speaking of plans for 2020, the current far-reaching coronavirus crisis is obviously also having 

an impact on our activities. We have limited the collection to those collection points offering 

essential services. We have also adapted our television and radio commercials by communicating 

to store batteries at home for the time being. The celebration of our 25th anniversary is put on 

the back burner and above all we are offering our participants the possibility to defer their 

payments until after the crisis. Since 7 April, we have resumed collections on a restricted basis 

and we sort and recycle again, all within the applicable rules in these exceptional circumstances.

Nevertheless, we want to continue to work together with all consumers, participants and 

partners towards a better environment through continuous recycling improvement in 2020. 

In doing so, we certainly have to take into account the changing collection flow. The size and 

power of batteries keep increasing. Their average weight is also going up and the proportion of 

batteries with a longer operating life continues to grow.

 For us, one of the key topics for 2020 is therefore safety for our collection points, our partners 

and of course all Belgians. We therefore want to roll out a new and clearly focused safety plan 

in 2020.

To simplify the collection of batteries from electric vehicles, we have joined forces with our 

foreign colleagues to present Reneos, a solution that allows the collection of electric vehicle 

batteries throughout Europe. 

At a European level, we want to actively contribute to the European battery directive that will be 

finalised this year. As battery life cycles continue to improve, we want to focus on ‘availability 

for collection’. This allows us to continue to set the bar very high for ourselves and others 

whilst keeping our activities feasible in the future. 

In 2020 we want to work with all Belgians, participants and partners to collect even more spent 

batteries safely and to keep improving the way they are recycled for a better environment. 

Take care and stay healthy.

#alltogether

Peter Coonen    Yves Van Doren 

Managing Director    Chairman of the Board of Directors
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2019: absolute record year



02 Inleiding

Mission
03

 → At Bebat we work for a better environment by collecting 

ever more used batteries and recycling them ever better.

 → We make the collection and recycling process as easy, 

safe and efficient as possible.

 → We stimulate sustainable use, collection and recycling 

through a wide-ranging and transparent communication 

strategy.

4
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Organisation

Bebat is a non-profit association (vzw) established in 1995 by the battery 

manufacturers to enable companies to meet the take-back obligation.

Bebat gives new life to used batteries and ranks among the world leaders in the 

collection of used batteries. Used batteries can be handed in at one of 24,000 

collection points, convenient and free of charge. Bebat organises their collection as 

well as the sorting and recycling process.  

The governing bodies of Bebat consist of representatives from the following 

companies, organisations and public bodies:

Members

 → Commission Automotive

 → Duracell

 → International Sales

 → Panasonic

 → Varta

Observers

 → DSD (Département du Sol et des Déchets)

 → Leefmilieu Brussel - Bruxelles Environnement

 → OVAM (Openbare Vlaamse Afvalstoffenmaatschappij)

 → COMEOS

 → FEE

 → TRAXIO
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Participants
What does Bebat do for its participants?

Report

Registering and reporting the number 

of batteries brought onto the market.

Collection network

Organising and maintaining a 

nationwide collection network.

Raise awareness

Raising consumer awareness and 

taking preventive actions.

Collection objective

Reaching the legal collection targets.

Reporting weight

Reporting the collected weight.

Recycling correctly

Recycling the collected batteries 

in the appropriate manner.

Recycling efficiencies

Achieving and reporting on 

the legal recycling rates.

1 2 3

75 6

4
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2.765Total number of participants

2,216 2,765 3,297
2017 2018 2019

Number of participants to submit a non-simplified 
declaration

981 993 961
2017 2018 2019

2.765
Number of participants to submit a simplified 

declaration

1,235 1,772 2,336
2017 2018 2019

Number of participants to only bring batteries onto 
the market that are installed in a device

1,189 1,248 1,442
2017 2018 2019

Number of participants to bring onto the market both 
separate batteries and batteries installed in a device

710 932 1,065
2017 2018 2019

2.765Number of participants to bring separate batteries 
onto the market

317 585 789
2017 2018 2019

05
Participants
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Bebat helps participants meet all legal obligations. We try to make the 

process as simple as possible and to communicate in a transparent manner.

The audits are key in ensuring that all participants make a fair contribution to the 

Bebat system. Participants are audited at least once every 3 years.

Full audits         214

Simplified audits        652

TOTAL         866

06
Audits
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Batteries brought on the market

Weight (in tonnes)* Number of batteries (in units)

Rechargeable versus non-rechargeable

52,299

223,243,758

56,952

232,870,974

3,115

3,299

205,936,411

49,184
53,653

26,934,563

2017 2018

Non-rechargeableRechargeable

2019

3,533

59,477

63,009

2017 2018 2019

26,983,041

196,260,717

251,525,441

221,174,377

30,351,064

* Note when using the figures: the figures are sometimes rounded to the unit. This may cause discrepancies 

between the totals displayed and the sum of the individual digits.
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07
Batteries brought on the market
Portable - Industrial - Automotive

Industrial Automotive

52,299

4,786

17,639

29,874
31,030

21,002

4,920

56,952

1,667,597
1,516,454

220,059,707

1,715,788
1,799,189

229,355,997

223,243,758
232,870,974

Weight (in tonnes)* Number of batteries (in units)

Portable

2017 2018 2019

32,565

25,031

5,413

63,009

2017 2018 2019

247,349,638

1,739,876
2,435,927

251,525,441

* Note when using the figures: the figures are sometimes rounded to the unit. This may cause discrepancies 

between the totals displayed and the sum of the individual digits.
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07
Batteries brought on the market
Built-in versus replacement market

170,942,04836,142

80,538,393

26,868

Replacement market (68%)Replacement market (57%)

Built-in (32%)

Built-in (43%)

63,009 
Total 2019 in tonnes

251,525,441 
Total 2019 in units

Weight (in tonnes)* Number of batteries (in units)

* Note when using the figures: the figures are sometimes rounded to the unit. This may cause discrepancies 

between the totals displayed and the sum of the individual digits.
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The number of batteries put on the market in 2019 is up from 18,654,467 

(8%) in 2018. This increase is mainly due to alkaline, zinc carbon and lithium 

primary batteries, but also to lithium rechargeable batteries.

Batteries used to power hybrid, plug-in and electric vehicles, also known as propulsion 

cars or Electrified Vehicles (EFVs), are up again this year (23%).The increase only 

occurs in the lithium rechargeable category (47%). The number of newly registered 

EFV vehicles in 2019 was 45,644, in 2018 this number was 29,549[1]. 73% of the 

batteries of the newly registered cars were reported to Bebat.

If we look at portable, industrial and automotive batteries separately, we see that 

they evolve in a different way. 

Portable, industrial and automotive 

batteries show an increase, but 

industrial batteries show the 

strongest increase (35%) compared 

to portable (8%) and automotive 

(1%). Due to the fact that far fewer 

industrial batteries are marketed 

than portable batteries, this sharp increase in the number of industrial batteries does 

not weigh heavily on the total in units and we see an increase (8%) in the aggregated 

result.

The total weight put on the market increased by 6,058 tonnes in 2019 compared to 

2018. This corresponds to a rise of 11%. This is mainly explained by a strong increase 

in lithium rechargeable propulsion car batteries and lead-acid batteries. The increase 

in the weight of lead-acid batteries put on the market is caused by industrial lead-

acid batteries and automotive lead-acid batteries.

Within non-rechargeable batteries, zinc carbon (7%), alkaline (7%) and lithium primary 

(29%) rise. Silver oxide (-4%) and zinc-air batteries (-23%), on the other hand, are 

decreasing.  In general rechargeable batteries, the weight of nickel-cadmium (-4%) 

is decreasing while the weight of lead batteries (5%), nickel-metal hydride (13%) and 

lithium rechargeable batteries (4%) is increasing. There was a rise in the weight of 

EFV batteries put on the market (99%) compared to 2018. This is due to:

 → an increase in the share of electric vehicles in the number of EFV vehicles;

 → an increasing driving range for EFV vehicles;

 → an increasing number of EFV vehicles other than passenger cars. An increase
of 8% relative
to 2018

07
Batteries brought on the market
Conclusion

15

[1] Source: Website Statbel - registration of new motor vehicles in 2018 and 2019. 

https://statbel.fgov.be/en/themes/mobility/traffic/registration-motor-vehicles#figures
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Collection results
Total collection result in terms of weight

3,208
3,067

2,353

1,092

179

Flanders

Wallonia

Brussels

3,624
Total Belgium 2019

in tonnes

Weight (in tonnes) Weight (in tonnes)

2017 2018 2019

3,624
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08
Collection results
Collection results portable batteries in terms of weight

2,935
2,813

2,198

1,020

Flanders

Wallonia

3,385 
 Total Belgium 2019

in tonnes

Weight (in tonnes) Weight (in tonnes)

167
Brussels

2017 2018 2019

3,385
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Collection results
Overall collection results per collection channel in terms of % - Belgium

More than 152,000,000 batteries were collected in 2019.

The quantity collected in Belgium increased by 13% 

or 416 tonnes in 2019. This is mainly due to: 

 → The continuous raising of public awareness to motivate people to hand 

in their batteries. This is demonstrated by an increase of 11% in retail, 

53% in schools and 8% in recycling centres.

 

Growth of 13% per year for all regions together and across the canals is exceptionally 

good. In terms of collection, this year even surpasses the exceptional year of collection 

2016 with the particularly successful K3 campaign. 

From 2014 onwards, it has been decided to list EFV batteries (batteries for hybrid and 

electric vehicles) collected from and for car manufacturers separately. In previous 

annual reports, this figure was included in the ‘companies’ channel’s collection figure. 

In 2012 and earlier, the collection of EFV batteries was small and occasional and was 

not registered separately. In addition, only EFV batteries originating from the Belgian 

market have been taken into account in this annual report. 

The figures below represent the weight of each collection channel, by region and for 

the whole of Belgium.

In Flanders, companies remain the most important collection channel (34%), 

followed by recycling centres (24%) and retail (18%). In Wallonia, companies (27%) 

and recycling centres (25%) are the main collectors in 2019. In Brussels, the main 

collection channels are retail (31%) and companies (28%).

23,5%
Recycling centres

0,3%
Car manufacturers

11,9%
Dismantling centres

18,2%

31,4%

Retail

Companies

14,7%
Schools

Belgium
(in %)
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Overall collection results per collection channel in terms of % - Region

08
Collection results

Flanders
Total 2019 (in %)

13%
Schools

11%
Dismantling centres

18%
Retail

34%
Companies24%

Recycling centres

18%
Schools

13%
Dismantling centres 17%

Retail

27%
Companies

25%
Recycling centres

Wallonia
Total 2019 (in %)

7%
Schools

25%
Dismantling centres 31%

Retail

28%
Companies

9%
Recycling centres

Brussels
Total 2019 (in %)
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09
Collection rate

According to the legal calculation method in Belgium, 

67.2% is the collection rate Bebat achieved in 2019. 

However, this certainly doesn’t mean that the remaining 

32.8% of batteries end up in the environment. 

The legal calculation method takes insufficient account of 

the long life of batteries, which averages 6 years. With 67.2%, 

Bebat easily meets the legal objective for Belgium and thus 

outperforms the European target set for 2019 at 45%. Belgium 

is the clear front runner both in Europe and the world.

 

 

As the legal calculation method does not paint a 

realistic picture of the actual collection efficiency, Bebat 

frequently has household waste streams tested for the 

presence of batteries.

Several studies have shown household waste to contain just 

1 battery per 100 kg of waste. This means that Bebat collects 

more than 90% of the batteries that consumers want to 

dispose of.

 

Devices keep getting smaller; as a result, batteries are 

getting lighter and the average weight of the batteries 

that Bebat collects keeps dropping.

For Bebat to collect the same weight in batteries, consumers 

must hand in more batteries and visit a collection point 

more often. In 2019 we generated over 10,850,000 consumer 

movements, approximately 1,200,000 more than in 2018.

Collection rate 2019 Belgium

67.2%
Percentage recycling efficiency

>90%
Number of consumer movements

10,850,000
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A new life for used batteries

Used batteries

Collection

Transport

Sorting

Shipping for recycling

Recycling process

New life for used batteries: car parts,

mobiles, watering cans, new batteries,...
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What do we sort?
Sorted waste streams in %

68.3%

10.4%
Product family

(in %)

7.6%

4.5%

7.3%

1.1%

0.8%

Alkaline and zinc-carbon

NiCd

Lead

NiMh

Lithium-ion

Button cells

Lithium primary
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Processing plants

Sims

Campine

Revatech

Accurec

Redux

Sint-Niklaas

Umicore
Hoboken

Beerse

Liege

Mulheim & Krefeld, Germany

Offenbach, Germany

23
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Recovering metals 
Which materials can potentially be recovered? (in %)

2%Various materials (Sn, S, Al, Cu, Li, Hg, Co)

7%Water

7%Plastics

6%Pb

22%Mn

8% Others

5% Electrolyte

6% Carbon

1% Cd

12% Zn
2%Ni

21% Fe

1%Oxide

* 2018 figures - 2019 figures will not be available until June 2020
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Recovered metals
What can we manufacture with the recovered materials?

2.765

2018

Tablet

used batteries256
=

2.765

2018

Bike

used batteries2,132
=

2.765

2018

Glasses

used batteries13
=

2.765

2018

Plane

used batteries500,000
=

2.765

2018

Tricycle

used batteries1,421
=

2.765

2018

Watering can

used batteries120
=

More than
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The average Belgian and
batteries

2 to 3
The number of times a year the average Belgian 

hands in his batteries at a Bebat collection point.

131 batteries
An average family home contains 131 batteries, 26 of which 

are empty.

22 batteries
The number of batteries the average Belgian buys every year. 

15 are bought separately, 7 are mounted in a device or vehicle.

95%
Are familiar with the Bebat system.

95%
Know the Bebat brand as opposed to just 51% in 2010.

Sources: 

Declarations of batteries put on market Bebat 2019 

Belgian population NIS 01/01/2019 

IVOX study 2018 Battery research 

Insites 2019 - Evaluation Bebat campaign 

IVOX study 2019 - Posttest Bebat campaign 26
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16
Marketing campaigns

E-book: E-mobility 
Norway
January

Art Truc Troc & Design
1 February - 3 February

Radio wave
11 February- 3 March

Absolutely Free Festival
2 August - 3 August

TV wave
16 September - 29 September

Major spring clean - 
Brussels
15 March - 15 April

TV wave
25 March - 14 April

New website
April

Radio wave

Radio wave
30 September - 20 October

TV wave
7 October - 30 October

National distribution
October 

“Wanted” campaign - 
Flanders

Make Belgium 
Great Again
November

14 October - 17 November

National distribution
April

E-book: E-mobility report
May

Recycling parks campaign 
- Brussels
16 November - 24 November

Nostalgie Magic Tour
3 December - 8 December

15 April - 28 April

TV wave
18 November - 1 December

Prevention tips
16 November - 24 November

Radio wave
2 December - 22 December

......................................................................
.....
....

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
....
....

.....
.....................

DOE EEN KLEIN GEBAAR
LEVER JE BATTERIJEN IN

......................................................................
.....
....

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
....
....

.....
.....................

FAITES LE PETIT GESTE 
RAPPORTEZ CHAQUE MOIS VOS PILES USAGÉES

......................................................................
.....
....

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
....
....

.....
.....................

DOE HET KLEINE GEBAAR 
BRENG ELKE MAAND JE LEGE BATTERIJEN BINNEN

......................................................................
.....
....

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
....
....

.....
.....................

FAIT LE PETIT GESTE 
RAPPORTEZ CHAQUE MOIS VOS PILES USAGÉES

DOE HET KLEINE GEBAAR 
BRENG ELKE MAAND JE LEGE BATTERIJEN BINNEN

......................................................................
.....
....

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
....
....
.....

.....................

FAIT LE PETIT GESTE, RAPPORTEZ CHAQUE MOIS VOS PILES USAGÉES

DOE HET KLEINE GEBAAR, BRENG ELKE MAAND JE LEGE BATTERIJEN BINNEN

SAMEN RECYCLEREN WE 
3 MILJOEN KG LEGE BATTERIJEN PER JAAR.

DOEN WE DIT JAAR BETER ? 

DE SES PILES USAGÉES 

ENSEMBLE
DE SES PILES USAGÉES 

ENSEMBLE
VIDONS BRUXELLES

BATTERIJ-WEETJE

Batterij leeg? Breng ze binnen bij een Bebat inzamelpunt.

BATTERIJTIP 1

Wist je dat sommige toestellen werken zonder batterijen?
Kijk na of er voor jouw toepassing al een alternatief bestaat.
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16
Marketing campaigns

TV campaign figures 

Nearly 8 in 10 respondents spontaneously remember seeing the commercial.

Upon seeing the commercial, nearly 8 in 10 respondents consider handing 

in their used batteries at a Bebat collection point.

Almost 7 out of 10 respondents consider this spot to be well made. More than 7 in 10 

respondents call themselves a fan of recycling used batteries once they have seen 

the commercial. More than 7 in 10 respondents call themselves a fan of recycling used 

batteries once they have seen the commercial. More than 7 out of 10 respondents 

feel addressed by the message of the commercial. 92% of the respondents think it is 

clear that this commercial is for Bebat.

Radio campaign figures  

Nearly 8 in 10 respondents spontaneously remember hearing the commercial. 

Upon hearing this commercial, nearly 7 in 10 respondents consider handing 

in their used batteries at a Bebat collection point.

65% of the respondents consider this spot to be well made. More than 6 in 10 

respondents call themselves a fan of recycling used batteries once they have heard 

the commercial. Almost 7 out of 10 respondents feel addressed by the message of 

the commercial. 85% of the respondents think it is clear that this commercial is for 

Bebat.

Source: Insites 11/2019

Source: Insites 5/2019 28
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Marketing campaigns
Actions in the spotlight

From March 15 to April 15 2019, Bebat and 

Leefmilieu Brussel - Bruxelles Environnement 

organised a “major spring clean”.

The aim of this campaign was 3-part:

 → to make the inhabitants of Brussels aware 

of the number of batteries they have in their 

homes, 

 → to raise awareness around the collection 

points for used batteries,

 → to motivate them to bring in their batteries. 

In addition to posters, radio, mailings and social media, each Brussels inhabitant 

was also given a collection cube with an information leaflet in the letterbox. And we 

brought the campaign to the attention through an event sail on the Avenue Général 

Jacques.

Result

44.66% increase in collection across all channels compared with the same period 

in 2018.

Radio station Nostalgie collected used toys during the 6 days before St. 

Nicholas. They gave the toys a second life in order to surprise underprivileged 

children, so that they too get a St. Nicholas gift.

Because toys and batteries are inextricably linked, we have had a partnership with 

Nostalgie for several years now. During Nostalgie Magic Tour they ask the listeners 

to bring used batteries. This year, Nostalgie again encouraged the youth movements 

to collect. Bebat made sure that these youth 

movements were registered as collection points 

and that the batteries were collected correctly on 

the spot. 

Result
 → 03/12 - Messancy: 1,834 kg

 → 04/12 - Jambes: 2,452 kg

 → 05/12 - Nivelles: 4,841 kg

 → 06/12 - Mons: 12,394 kg 

 → 07/12 - Anderlecht: 3,449 kg

 → 08/12 - Rocourt: 3,651 kg

A total of 28,622 kg batteries were collected, 12,200 kg more than in 2018.

Major spring clean Nostalgie Magic Tour
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Marketing campaigns
Actions in the spotlight

In 2019, we put a great deal of effort into B2B marketing, in order to recruit 

new participants. 

 → In order to recruit as many new participants as possible, we developed a 

participant test in 2019 : a simple online test for potential participants to find 

out in 5 minutes whether they should join Bebat or not.

 → In 2019, Bebat also developed a brochure specifically for enterprise counters 

and social secretariats to inform start-ups about the take-back obligation. 

This way, we ensure that new companies are in compliance with their legal 

obligations right from the start. The brochure was distributed at various social 

secretariats and enterprise counters and is also available digitally. 

 → At the end of 2019, Bebat conducted a digital campaign specifically aimed at 

importers and producers of “light electric vehicles”, namely drones, hoverboards, 

e-steps, e-bikes etc. This is a market in full development so it is very difficult to 

identify the players on the market.

Result 
In 2019 no less than 600 potential participants completed the test.

 → The brochure was distributed at various social secretariats and enterprise 

counters and is also available digitally.

 → Through various online channels (Google AdWords, Twitter, LinkedIn, ...) the 

“LEV” campaign reached more than 21,000 companies and the test was 

completed 131 times,  of which 35 companies had to join Bebat effectively.

B2B marketing
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Marketing campaigns
Actions in the spotlight

At the end of October 2019, Bebat, in collaboration with the OVAM, launched a 

large-scale collection campaign in Flanders with the theme “Wanted”. Based on the 

number of empty batteries per family, we calculated the number of empty batteries 

per municipality for this campaign. We brought these batteries ‘to the attention’ in 

a playful way and asked all Flemish people to join us in the search for the number 

of batteries “wanted” in their municipality. In addition to an investigation report on 

TV, radio and social media, we created personalised content per municipality so 

that the campaign could also be supported locally by the municipal authorities and 

intermunicipal associations.  

Result
 → 26,164,754 batteries found - accounting for 601,790 kg or a 50% 

increase over the same period the year before.

 → As a result of the campaign, a majority of the Flemish people are more aware 

of how many used batteries they have in their homes and indicate that they are 

more inclined to hand in their used batteries than before the campaign.

 → More than half of the Flemish people are more motivated to bring in their 

batteries after seeing the campaign.

 → 39% of the Flemish people indicate that they have brought their batteries in 

during the action.

 → Increase in overall brand awareness: 

“Wanted” campaign Flanders

 → TOM: 30% (+7% compared to pretest // + 12% compared to October 2018)

 → Spontaneous: 41% (+9% compared to pretest // +16% compared to October 

2018)

 → Helped: 89% (+2% compared to pretest // + 5% compared to October 2018)
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16
Marketing campaigns
Actions in the spotlight

 → During the week of waste reduction (16 - 24 November 2019), Bebat, in 

collaboration with the OVAM, distributed various prevention messages in the 

main Dutch-language newspapers: Het Nieuwsblad, De Standaard, Gazet Van 

Antwerpen, Het Belang Van Limburg, Het Laatste Nieuws and De Morgen. We 

published 6 tips per newspaper - spread over the entire newspaper. The tips 

were also published on Bebat’s Facebook page.

 → For the Bebat blog we wrote several blog posts with tips on prevention and 

correct use of batteries. These blog posts in the context of safety and prevention 

were also shared on Facebook and LinkedIn.

Result
 → Bebat was present with the prevention messages in the 6 most important 

Dutch-language newspapers with 6 tips per newspaper.

 → Since the start of the blog we have written more than 40 articles on safety 

and prevention. These were also posted on Facebook and LinkedIn. The Bebat 

Facebook page has a reach of more than 1.8 million people. Bebat has just over 

20,400 followers on Facebook. By way of comparison: Recupel has just over 

9,200 and Fost Plus 10,200.

Prevention tips

 → In 2010 Bebat started an educational program “Villa Pila” for schoolchildren 

from 8 to 12 years old. The building in Tienen includes an educational visitor 

centre where a specialised animator informs school children in detail on 

energy in general and the life cycle of batteries (operation, collection, sorting 

and processing) in particular. In the aim of prevention, every visitor receives 

a leaflet detailing the correct use of batteries. Villa Pila is supported by 

stimulating promotions such as free transport from the schools to Bebat and 

back.

 → In 2019 Bebat also provided the Villa Pila website with a chatbot. This chatbot 

can answer most questions related to Villa Pila and school visits to Bebat and 

helps people with questions in a faster and more efficient way.

Result
In the school year 2018 - 2019 all available visiting days were fully booked and 

more than 3,700 pupils visited Villa Pila. For the school year 2019 - 2020 all 

visiting days are also already fully booked.

Since the implementation of the Villa Pila chatbot, 216 conversations with the 

chatbot were started in 2019. In 165 of these conversations people left their email 

address. 

Villa Pila

BATTERIJ-WEETJE

Batterij leeg? Breng ze binnen bij een Bebat inzamelpunt.

BATTERIJTIP 1

Wist je dat sommige toestellen werken zonder batterijen?
Kijk na of er voor jouw toepassing al een alternatief bestaat.




